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Exceed has provided performance 
solutions to over 30 offshore 
teams, including drilling and 
decommissioning projects for 
several Operators in the North 
Sea. These teams have all 
achieved exceptional results 
through their commitment to a 
proven process which includes a 
rig-based performance coach. 
This time last year I was very 

fortunate to work with Tim on a 
series of Webinar’s exploring the 
role of Continuous Improvement 
in supporting post-Covid 
Transformation. Having now 
moved on to work in the 
Employability sector, I was keen 
to follow-up with him and get 
some insights into how the Oil  
and Energy Sector are embracing 
Continuous Improvement. 

Tim is head of Performance Improvement at Exceed in 
Aberdeen Scotland. He has worked as a performance 
improvement expert in the energy sector since 2007.  
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EXCEED SPECIFIC
MJ: Tim, it is great to have the 
opportunity to follow-up with 
you. How have things been  
for you and Exceed over the  
last year?

2020 was a challenging year for 
everyone. Exceed was no 
exception. Thankfully, we have 
been going and growing for  
15 years so we are resilient and 
have built up a solid reputation 
in the market. To that end, we 
saw the COVID crisis as an 
opportunity to separate further 
from our worthy rivals, to 
establish new service offerings, 
and to listen carefully to what 
clients are looking for in the 
decade ahead. 

While many of our ongoing 
client workscopes were 
suspended, some continued so 
we maintained a revenue stream 
throughout 2020 and that  
helped us to survive the worst  
of the period. 

MJ: How have you adapted to 
working remotely?

I am very proud of how we 
adapted to support workscopes 
remotely. We listened to the 
market and asked our clients what 
they were looking for. The key 

challenge our clients faced, was 
pulling a campaign team together, 
informing them and challenging 
the programme when people 
could not travel to a traditional 
conference to spend time together.

COVID IMPACT
MJ: As we know Covid-19  
and the low oil price has had  
a serious impact on many 
businesses just now, have you 
seen any positive impacts or 
change in business practice  
as a result?

The virtual planning workshops 
have become very popular.  
They started by focusing only  
on planning workshops to 
communicate the plan and 
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I think many organisations
went into a holding pattern. 
Basically, “wait and see”. 
Optional initiatives were 
either suspended or 
switched off. Personally,  
I see this as an opportunity 
to challenge paradigms 
and be so good that clients 
cannot ignore you.
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discuss the operational steps.  
But we have moved on to conduct 
webinars and podcasts focused 
on the challenge of hybrid 
collaboration and how teams will 
address that challenge. 

MJ: During the pandemic, 
particularly this time last year, 
we saw a significant number  
of CI roles under pressure and 
reduced engagement with 
Improvement Consultancy.  
What impact do you think this 
had and how do you see the 
situation now?

I think many organisations went 
into a holding pattern. Basically, 
“wait and see”. Optional initiatives 
were either suspended or 
switched off. Personally, I see this 
as an opportunity to challenge 
paradigms and be so good that 
clients cannot ignore you. That 
means offering such clear value 
to the learning and team-building 
problem, that clients don’t want  
to go to war without you. This 
requires disruptive thinking and a 
paradigm shift on behalf of 
supplier and end-user, but the  
CI provider needs to drive the 
thought leadership. 

CI TOOLS & 
TECHNIQUES
MJ: You recently published your 
book, ‘Accelerating Automatic’ 
which you describe as being 
dependent on the right mindset 
and a methodology that 
systemises and automates the 
Improvement Process and 
thrives on a mood conducive to 
rapid transformation. How do we 
go about creating that mindset?

Mindset is affected by leadership 
and discipline. You create that 
mindset by removing any 
assumptions that a) we 
understand effective leadership, 
and b) we maintain the right 
disciplines without accountability 
partnership. The reality which is 
backed up by significant research, 
is that we get in our own way, we 
take the easy route, and we trust 
our gut over the data (“belief 
perseverance”), so we need 
checks and coaches to stay 
mentally strong. 

FUTURE FOR CI 
MJ: What do you think the  
future holds for Continuous 
Improvement?  

Innovation and disruption is more 
popular and relevant than CI right 
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now. However, “marginal-gains” 
methodology got British cycling 
six Tour-de-France gold medals 
in a row when there had been 
none for over 100 years! CI is 
critical as David Brailsford has 
shown, but it requires visionary, 
transformational leadership, it 
requires a leap of faith and that  
is not common in business. Offer 
excellence and excellent 
companies will find you. 

MJ: What do you think is the 
link between continuous 
improvement and digital 
transformation? How do we 
ensure that CI is the engine  
of digital transformation?

CI addresses interference, both 
human and digital interference. 
Interference is what gets in the 
way of improvement, in fact it can 
lead to a decline. So, the link 
between CI and DT is the focus on 
lessons learned, and the courage 
to implement solutions no matter 
whose ego they might bruise. If 
the improvement is good for the 
team, it needs to  
be applied. 

MJ: Do you think SMEs are 
engaging in continuous 
improvement?

Yes, but they tend to try and cut 
corners and do it with existing 
resources when in fact a focused 
resource is required for CI. Ideally 
an outside resource (consultant) 
who is objective. This is why 
audits are conducted by an 
external consultant, they are not 
immersed and infected by the 
prevailing dogma at the company. 
This is a controversial point but 
supported by many articles on 
the topic. A few points need to be 
added; first, the resource who 
drives CI needs to be exceptional, 
second, the way by which 
progress is measured needs  
to be agreed and clear. 
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Clearly this is the 
acronym of the decade 
but leaders need to be 
mindful of the team mood 
while managing VUCA. 
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MJ: How do you think CI can 
support the energy transition 
and our ambitions for 
transition/road to recovery ?

Share best practice and help 
teams by removing 
unnecessary interference. 
Control the controllables and 
track agreed KPIs of progress 
like a CSI! 

GENERAL 
THOUGHTS
MJ: What key advice would 
you give industry leaders  
just now?
Master the importance of 
organisational mood: The 
human side of leadership.  

Master VUCA: VUCA stands  
for volatility, uncertainty, 
complexity, and ambiguity. 
Clearly this is the acronym of 
the decade but leaders need to 
be mindful of the team mood 
while managing VUCA. 

MJ: You post a lot of really 
thought provoking quotes  
on LinkedIn relating to 
leadership and published a 
book on Purposeful People, 
what do you think makes a 
good leader?
The ability to be a “fire-starter”. 
The ability to light a fire inside 
yourself and your people.  
The gift of inspiration… 
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